4o	PERFORMANCE
with his ten nails did he play it,
and he let five active fingers
draw the tunes from out the harp-strings,
making most delightful music.
Then the aged Vanaimoinen
answered in the words which follow:
'Are there any who are youthful,
of the noblest of the people,
who will clasp their hands together,
hook their hands in one another,
and begin to speak unto us,
swaying back and forth in singing,
that the day may be more joyful
and the evening be more blessed?'
Some singers have the custom of discarding clothes as they sing,
and it appears that the true tradition must have been to sing naked.
In this we should see the influence of the magical practices to
which the Finns and Lapps were long addicted. So also the habit
of sitting, generally on some stone. But the clasping of hands and
the swaying motion presumably belongs to the round dance.
The dance is thus seen to be a secondary element in ballad
poetry, but one which has exerted a profound influence. In
Scandinavian countries all ballads are danced; but it is something
of a 'tour de force' to have associated dancing with a style so
wholly narrative. The older Scottish ballads were probably danced,
like their Scandinavian congeners, but later Scottish ones and most
English ballads were more probably just sung. In France the
'complainte3 resembles the older 'chansons de toile'; if that be just,
then both classes of popular song were feminine in bias, and the
difference lay between those which accompanied the dance and
those for sedentary occupations. It is unlikely that many German
ballads were danced, and the only connexion would lie in the pos-
sible origin of all lyrical forms as dances. In Poland, however, an
intense interest in dancing has accentuated the lyrical aspect of
balladry so as almost to efface the narrative. In Spain the dance
has given lyrics only, and also in Portugal; the ballad is sung or
recited. In the Balkans danced songs are feminine, either explicitly
or by implication, and have richer versification and melodies than
the heroic chants of the men. Russian 'byliny' and 'dumi' are
designed to be chanted.

